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Introduction
The New Acropolis Museum, Athens, through its exhibition program attempts to provide
visitors with a complete picture of the archaeological remains of the Acropolis, providing
information regarding themes such as politics, economics and society. With a collection that
travels from Prehistoric times to Archaic, Classical, Hellenistic and Roman periods until the
late antiquity (1000B.C- 700A.D), the museum contributes vigorously to the reinforcement of
global interest in the classical era.1 This exquisite collection will be displayed as a whole for
the first time, transforming the museum from an institutional building to a cultural landmark.
The 226,000 (sqft) museum, was designed by Bernard Tschumi Architects with association
by Michael Photiades, who won the international competition organized for this project in
2000.2 The New Acropolis Museum opened its gates to the public in 2009. Bernard Tschumi
wanted to design a “non-monumental” structure so as to enable visitors to focus solely to the
sculptures.3
Whilst critiquing the architecture of the New Acropolis Museum, I decided to focus on its
social, political and economic characteristics both during the design, construction and postconstruction phase, driven by the Marxist theory of the nineteenth century, which I believe is
more relevant than ever especially under the current socio-economic and political
circumstances in Greece, which in my opinion, affect directly architecture.
At first, it may seem irrational since Marx never actually developed any coherent theory of
architecture that architects could use as a guide in the designing phase. However, as Engels
said, Marx’s philosophy was the result of “three strands of European thought”: the British,
political economy, the French, politics and the German philosophy. Architecture has always
been confronted by such themes. 4,5

1

http://www.dezeen.com/2009/04/10/new-acropolis-museum-by-bernard-tschumi-architects/, accessed
23/04/2014.
2
This international competition was the fourth consecutive competition regarding the construction of the New
Acropolis Museum. The first two, in 1976 and 1979 respectively, did not succeed in reaching a final decision.
The third competition, launched in 1989, endorsed the proposal of Nicolletti-Pasarelli, however, the project did
not evolve due to the discoveries of a densely constructed part of the ancient city, within the desired site of
Makryianni.
Servi, Katerina. The Acropolis: The Acropolis museum, Published by Ekdotiki Athinwn, pp. 94-95.
3
http://www.dezeen.com/2009/04/10/new-acropolis-museum-by-bernard-tschumi-architects/, accessed
23/04/2014.
4
Cunningham David & Goodbun Jon. “Marx, Architecture and modernity”, The Journal of Architecture Vol.
11, Number 2 (2006), p. 4
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Karl Marx was a theorist of “human production” yet, predominantly a theorist of “capital
production”. 6 He strongly believed that under capitalism there is a development of a class
crux, a contention between an elite that governs production and a laboring class which supply
production. “The dictatorship of the bourgeoisie” according to Marx had one profound
result; its self-destruction which followed by a revolution of the proletariat would end with
the working class attaining political power, taking control of production and leading towards
a society of “free governed association producers”.7,8
His writings apart from the actual revolution, so far, reflect the current situation of Greece
who constitutes a center of attention regarding the global financial crisis, starting up
widespread protests and demonstrations and at the same time electing successive
governments that fail to take responsibility and action against this situation rather “slipping
back into the control of privileged elites”.9,10
The New Acropolis Museum, explored via five main topics, context, concept, space, event
and movement, will reflect how architecture can be a critical tool and intrinsically linked to
political and economic structures both as a way towards social change but also as a powerful
tool of capitalism.

5

Architecture more than any form of art is dominated by its dependence on the source of finance and power
extends to nearly every facet of the design process: choice of site, program, budget, materials and production
schedules. These economic and utilitarian parameters ordinarily limit architecture’s transgressive and
transformative power, but they also inscribe areas for potential social action, impying possibilities of
institutional change itself.
McLeod, Mary. “Architecture and Politics in the Reagan Era: From Post Modernism to Deconstructivism”,
Assemblage No. 8, The MIT Press, (February, 1989), p. 25
6

Cunningham David & Goodbun Jo., “Marx, Architecture and modernity”, The Journal of Architecture Vol.
11, Number 2 (2006), p. 4
7
Kieran Allen. “Marx and the Alternative to Capitalism”, Pluto Press, Chapter 1, pp. 13-25
8
As Engels said Marx was before all else a revolutionist. His real mission in life was to contribute in one way or
another, to the overthrow of capitalist society… And he fought with passion, tenacity and a success such as few
could rival.
Kieran Allen. “Marx and the Alternative to Capitalism”, Pluto Press, Chapter 1, pp. 25
9

Kieran Allen. “Marx and the Alternative to Capitalism”, Pluto Press, Chapter 10, pp.173
During the second decade of 2000s, Athens suffers from desertion and impairment of its city centre (where
the museum is actually located), the abruption of social fabric, the disintegration and impoverishment of middle
class, with unemployment and homelessness reaching rates higher than ever.
10
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The New Acropolis Museum
In Architecture, a project is always the result of contribution and junction of various people
and thus different minds. In the case of the Acropolis Museum most evidently, the citizens of
Athens, were predominantly responsible for its realization through continuous conversation,
debate and consequent agreement. Thus, it is evident that architecture can be used by people
as a tool to make statements. As Marx suggested, “human consciousness is simultaneously
produced through the act of producing an environment.”11 However, these democratic
conditions that prevailed in the beginning, where the public had a strong saying with respect
to architecture, entailed other important drawbacks such as the procrastination of this project
for more than 30 years and hence they were subsequently marginalized by the
“bourgeoisie’s” intentions.
The reasons for the construction of the New Acropolis Museum were three; a practical, a
political and an economic. The practical reason is that the previous museum that was
constructed in 1865 by the architect P. Kalkou, into a pit of the Acropolis rock resulted in a
small exhibition space for such a collection.12,13 The second and political reason was that both
Greek government and Greek citizens wanted to make a statement against the possession of
the Parthenon Marbles by the British Museum and consequently to demand their
repatriation.14,15 Finally, the last profound reason for the construction of the museum was the
government’s intention to realize this project before the Olympic Games of 2004 so as to
have an additional source of profit.

11

Cunningham David & Goodbun Jon. ”Marx, Architecture and modernity”, The Journal of Architecture Vol.
11, Number 2 (2006), p. 4
12
Servi, Katerina. The Acropolis: The Acropolis museum, Published by Ekdotiki Athinwn, p. 26
13
This was partially intended so as not to alternate the site of the archaeological monument, and to create a very
atmospheric exhibition space. Evidently, it seems that 144 years prior to the construction of the New Museum,
architecture was working according to social and cultural forces.
14
Bernard Tschumi Architects. The New Acropolis Museum, Skira Rizzoli Publications, Inc, p.24
15
The Parthenon Marbles were taken in a period of Ottoman occupation, prior to the independence and creation
of the so-called Hellenic State by by Thomas Bruce in the early nineteenth century and after 1816 belong to the
British Museum.
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Context
The Context of the Acropolis Museum imposed
various political references. Initially, its site, in the
historic area of Makryianni, less than 1000 feet
southeast from Parthenon, is “hosting” the remains
of an Athenian city, along with various buildings
that reflected different architectural eras such as
Neo Classical, Art Deco etc., of which some
where demolished for the construction of the
museum.

Figure 1 – Site Section, Site plan

16

This resulted to lawsuits that were filed by
ICOMOS

as

well

as

residents

of

the

surrounding area, arguing that the construction
of

the

museum

would

damage

the

archaeological discoveries.17
“The site is completely unique, showing 1,500
years of history, giving us a complete picture of
Figure 2 - Excavations outside the Museum

how people lived,” said G.Papathanasopoulos,
former director of the Acropolis Archaeological

Site.18 N.Saligaros stated that “The irony in all of this is that the Greek Government, actually
two successive governments, have exerted their considerable power to build the New
Acropolis Museum”.1920 Under the absence of planning programmes and building regulations
in Greece, the government “reasonably” employs emergency measures, to control the press
and serve its interests in multiple cases not only Acropolis New Museum.21 However, local
16

Bernard Tschumi Architects, The New Acropolis Museum, Skira Rizzoli Publications, Inc, pp.60-62
International Council Museums and Sites (ICOMOS).
18
http://www.elginism.com/new-acropolis-museum/, accessed 02/05/2014
19
Nikos A. Saligaros is a practicing Urbanist and Architectural Theorist, with a foundation as a Scientist and
Mathematician.
17

http://www.orthodoxytoday.org/articles7/SalingarosAthens.php, accessed 02/05/2014
20
http://www.orthodoxytoday.org/articles7/SalingarosAthens.php, accessed 02/05/2014
21
A refugee housing complex in Alexandra’s Avenue (a group of eight functionalist building of great
architectural and cultural significance which currently accommodates low income dwellers and squatters was a
similar case where the government insisted in their demolition resulted in the creation of two opposing sides. On
one hand, local residents, various public bodies, the Association of Architects and the Athens School of
Architecture and on the other local and central governments as well as private investment companies began a
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residents were characterized by an apathy
that plagues Western societies which “daily
demonstrate to people that they cannot
exercise control over their lives.”22 In
Marx’s terms, it is the “legal and political
superstructure”

which

control

societies

“consciousness”.23 It seems though that the
architect’s and government’s intention was
not to damage the discoveries of the

Figure 3 - Excavations as part of the museum exhibition

excavations rather protect them and make
them part of the exhibition program. The museum is thus elevated above the ancient city by
43 pillars.24 The excavations are in a continuous dialogue and interplay with the building
since part of the ancient city is visible from the exterior space of the museum and partly
hidden from the interior. The partly glazed floor allows light to penetrate through and creates
a very interesting and unique view for the visitor.
Moreover,

the

New

Acropolis

Museum

is

dominated by the presence of Parthenon. Bernard
Tschumi had the vision of creating a continuous
visual interaction between the museum and the
ancient construction. More specifically, the building
is divided in three layers, a base a middle zone and
a top gallery, much like the pyramidal capitalist
hierarchy. The top part is a rectangular, glass, skylit space which has been rotated 23-degrees so as to
be aligned with Parthenon.25 The extensive use of
glass provides visitors with the ability to acquire
uninterrupted 360-degrees views of the surrounding

Figure 4 - Parthenon Gallery

series of trials. This case constitutes a prime example of how the architecture profession and citizens themselves
are standing against the neoliberal, capitalistic changes affecting planning and development in Athens through
direct resistance and collective protest.
22
Kieran Allen. “ Marx and the Alternative to Capitalism”, Pluto Press, Chapter 10, pp.179
23
Hale, Jonathan. Building Ideas: An Introduction to Architectural Theory, John Wiley & Sons LTD, 1st edition
(UK, March 2000), p. 175.
24
Servi, Katerina. The Acropolis: The Acropolis museum, Published by Ekdotiki Athinwn, p. 96
25
http://www.dezeen.com/2009/04/10/new-acropolis-museum-by-bernard-tschumi-architects/, accessed
23/04/2014.
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area. In addition, it enables light penetration similar to that of Parthenon and thus exhibits
sculptures under their true conditions.26 Behind this “cultural” engagement, lies an apparition
that a combination of this visual communication with a mental reflection could be used as a
constant “aide-mémoire” of the missing Marbles. This possible reaction is further increased
by placing on top of the rectangular core of the museum the Parthenon frieze as a
combination of original pieces and cast copies together. The difference in colour between the
two highlights the separation of the Parthenon marbles and claims their repatriation in an
objective way.27 It is important to note here, that Bernard Tschumi was in favour of this
political architectural approach unlike his previous works and general philosophy.28
Then, the third aspect of the design
regarding context that cause controversies
in the public opinion is the fact that the
new Acropolis Museum is placed in a
dense part of the contemporary Athens
with various existing Neoclassical and
Modern

“polykatoikias”.29

The

main

controversies arose due to the museum’s
large scale, on the contrary to the small
Figure 5 - North - South Route

scale surrounding buildings. As Nikos

Saligaros claimed “the most famous contemporary architects as anti-architects, they are not
interested in architecture that adapts to human sensibilities, or to the local culture, but only
in imposing their monstrous ego on a hapless public.”30 This argument is true in part, if we
consider the Deconstructivist philosophy that the architect often embraced, however for my
personal experience, while visiting the museum, I believe that this is not the case here.

26

Bernard Tschumi Architects, The New Acropolis Museum, Skira Rizzoli Publications, Inc, pp.36-38
Bernard Tschumi Architects, The New Acropolis Museum, Skira Rizzoli Publications, Inc, p.38
28
Bernard Tschumi Architects is an internationally based firm dedicated to the interface between 21 st century
conditions and architecture. Bernard Tschumi is a renowned theorist and architect that was driven by the
Deconstructivist movement. Deconstructivist forms reject nostalgia, historicist fabrication and the post-modern
denial of present but embody another kind of forgetting- a forgetting of the social itself. Yet, in this particular
project is seemed the Architect put himself in a position of re-evaluating his identity.
27

http://www.dezeen.com/2009/04/10/new-acropolis-museum-by-bernard-tschumi-architects/, accessed
23/04/2014.
29
The post-war apartment buildings, which epitomized the architecture of the 1950s and 60s and produced the
vivid urban ambiance that gives Athens a unique character.
30
http://www.orthodoxytoday.org/articles7/SalingarosAthens.php, accessed 02/05/2014
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In this dense surrounding environment, the
architect has employed various solutions
to

make

the

building

part

of

the

surrounding area. Initially, the site is
landscaped with local plants that blend
successfully with the natural vegetation of
the Acropolis hills. Additionally, the
exterior part of the museum is designed in
such a way that it opens up to the public

Figure 6 - Entrance

and creates different sitting spaces and ways to integrate with the neighbourhood. It is
particularly designed for pedestrians, as most of the surrounding areas, and creates additional
walkways in North-East and North-South direction. It is ludicrously close to the bus stop in
Hadjichristou Street and next to the Acropolis stop of the metro.
Furthermore, the extensive use
of glass enables the visitor, in
multiple stages of his journey, to
acquire views of the exterior
with most evident example, the
external terrace-café that offers a
180-degree

view

of

the

surrounding area. With three
hills to distinguish; Licabettus,
the

Acropolis

and

that

of

Philopappou’s, it reminds ages

Figure 7 - Exterior Cafe

of history. Additionally, it reflects all the different eras that have determined the “Athenian
architecture”.
This planning along with the scattered arrangement of sculptures in the interior transforms
the museum into an “Old Agora” where people can interact, observe, learn and think
critically as “the social is always at the same time spatial” and man “is affirmed in the
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objective world not only in the act of thinking but with all his senses” according to Marx.31
Simultaneously, the amount of natural light that penetrates inside the building and thus the
difference experience you may have throughout the day make its walls and foundations,
poetically speaking, non-existent. I could only agree with this particular argument only if the
experience that someone has by visiting the museum was similar to that of aerial photographs
when its large volume compared to the surrounding environment is obvious and perhaps
disturbing. Even under those circumstances though, a reduction in the volume of the museum
would understate the strength of its argument against the repatriation of the marbles.32

Figure 8 - Aerial view of the museum and the Acropolis
31

Cunningham David & Goodbun Jon. “Marx, Architecture and modernity”, The Journal of Architecture Vol.
11, Number 2 (2006), p. 5
32
According to the Greek government of the arguments of the British government was that there is no place in
Greek that could actually bear the Parthenon Marbles. Thus its volume is particularly design so as to fit the
frieze in its actual dimensions.
Servi, Katerina. The Acropolis: The Acropolis museum, Published by Ekdotiki Athinwn, p. 97
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Concept

Figure 9 - Circulation drawing

Concept is also significant in the political
and economic reference of the museum,
and it will be explored through its subcategories of movement, space and event.
Regarding

movement,

the

circulation

Figure 10 - Exploded Axonometric drawing

within the museum and its three main
levels, is a three dimensional loop that follows the chronological order of the exhibits in the
museum.33 It begins from the bottom floor through the excavations and certain additional
functional spaces and via the glass ramps, leads to a double height middle zone. In this level
the building houses sculptures of the
Archaic

era,

with

most

valuable

exhibits the Caryatids placed in a
special porch that can be seen from
various levels of the museum but also
in close proximity and has a significant
position with respect to the whole
volume since one of the Caryatids is
still in the British Museum and is
linked to the repatriation movement. In

Figure 11 - Special Porch for Caryatids

this level the visitor has also the opportunity to admire the view of the Acropolis rock in the
café areas. The journey ends up in the glass Gallery of the Parthenon. Through this route, the
architect urges visitors to observe various sculptures form their desired perspective,
33

http://www.dezeen.com/2009/04/10/new-acropolis-museum-by-bernard-tschumi-architects/, 23/04/2014
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understand the background from which they come from, reconsider the various economic
changes and social shifts that led to the birth of democracy, and reflect upon those periods of
human life and activity with both body and mind and consequently redefine themselves and
their beliefs. This greatly reflects Marx’s intention for social change through change of
“consciousness”.34
On the other hand, space relates to economic aspects. In a period, where designing museums
presents great interest in architecture and in a way its role in society seems to alternate,
Bernard Tscumi decided to make use of minimalistic, orthogonal geometry that raises the
mathematical and conceptual lucidity of ancient Greek architecture. As Tschumi said “I
thought about the mathematician Pythagoras who was not building but writing theorems. I
wanted our building to be like a theorem. It would be a very elegant and beautiful
demonstration of an idea.”35 On the contrary, to other contemporary museums such as the
Guggenheim Bilbao (1997) which tried to create a new trend in the architecture of museums
where the building outshines it exhibits, the new Acropolis Museum allows those exhibits to
determine the design. The result is two prisms, a trapezoidal on the bottom and an orthogonal
glass prism above.36 This could reflect in a broader sense Marx’s base-superstructure system,
where the base reflects people’s needs and activity with all the sculptures and the
superstructure their political goal towards an alternative system and thinking that longs for a
democracy similar to that of 438 BC.37

34

Hale, Jonathan. Building Ideas: An Introduction to Architectural Theory, John Wiley & Sons LTD, 1st edition
(UK, March 2000), p. 179
35
http://www.iconeye.com/read-previous-issues/icon-067-%7C-january-2009/new-acropolis-museum, accessed
05/05/2014
36
Bernard Tschumi Architects, The New Acropolis Museum, Skira Rizzoli Publications, Inc, p.96
37
Parthenon was completed in 432 BC. One hand reflected the progressive mental attitude of its contemporary
people and on the other led towards the birth of democracy.
Servi, Katerina. The Acropolis: The Acropolis museum, Published by Ekdotiki Athinwn, pp. 45-46.
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Figure 12 - First Floor Plan
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Figure 13 - Third Floor Plan
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Tschumi used simple forms and simple
materials. The base level is supported on
concrete columns that include “elastomeric
and sliding bearings” constructed of Teflon
steel. Then, pre-cast and cast in-situ concrete
was used for the main building structure so
as to provide a neutral environment for the
sculptures. In the main galleries, the concrete
Figure 14 - Gallery Space

implemented is quite soft and lightly

sandblasted so as to absorb light. Throughout the Museum, an innovative glass technology
has been employed so as to acquire the required natural light, along with stainless steel
shading panels.38 Dark Macedonian marble
is used for the circulation floor routes and
light beige from Mount Helicon, for the
flooring of galleries to match the colours of
the sculptures.39 In an ambiguous era for
Greece, the architect emphasized in local
materials

and common to

the Greek

construction in order to support the Greek

Figure 15 - Circulation Space

economy and tradition, as opposed to
“expressionist imported materials”.40 On the contrary to his previous works, Tschumi
employs an approach where “form follows function” but “function implies activity, and like
the activity of an organ towards an organism, or an individual within a society.”41
Event is equally important. As I have already implied the museum represents a society of
people with shared ideas. It enables people to interact through vision and conceptual ideas; it
reflects the Old Athenian community and underlines the destructed community of the 21st
century. Whilst architecture in the area remains strong and exquisite throughout the centuries,
people have been lost. The ideals of the past are forgotten, as a result of the capitalistic
development and private interest, and under these circumstances the new Acropolis museum
38

Bernard Tschumi Architects, The New Acropolis Museum, Skira Rizzoli Publications, Inc, p.85
Servi, Katerina. The Acropolis: The Acropolis museum, Published by Ekdotiki Athinwn, p. 96
40
Bernard Tschumi Architects, The New Acropolis Museum, Skira Rizzoli Publications, Inc, p.63
41
Poerschke, Ute. “Hannes Meyer - Connecting Poetics and Ethics; in: Proceedings of the Conference
"Reconciling Poetics and Ethics in Architecture" at the Canadian Centre for Architecture CCA and McGill
University, Montreal, Canada,2007.
39
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provides a “stage” where sculptures can relive,
interact with citizens and re-create the Athenian
community.42
Advertising also reflects political and economic
motives. The museum’s opening was followed by
an unparalleled amount of publicity for an
institutional, public building, from both domestic
and international sources, which resulted to
millions of people coming to Greece to explore it.
Particularly, domestic press was deliberately
advertising the museum, aiming at fulfilling the
goals of the Greek government to use the museum
Figure 16 - City's reflection on the building

as a tool to boost Greek economy. As Marx argued

many years earlier, “...the press makes a daily boast of what the government has willed into
existence.”43 Simultaneously though, it prompted an extensive discussion regarding the role
and place of the contemporary public architecture in Greece.44

42

Bernard Tschumi Architects, The New Acropolis Museum, Skira Rizzoli Publications, Inc, p.64
Braunthal, Julius. “Marxism for Today: Marx on the Freedom of Press”, Labor Action: Interdependent
Socialist Weekly, (USA, December 1953), p.5
44
Bernard Tschumi Architects, The New Acropolis Museum, Skira Rizzoli Publications, Inc, pp.64-65
43
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Conclusion
My attempt was to provide enough information so as to underline the political and socioeconomic implications that occur from the New Acropolis Museum through its architecture
(building) but also through its exhibition program which dominated the design and to
underline the importance and transformative power of Architecture within a community.
Yet, this power can be used to serve multiple interests for different people in this community.
As it was shown in the first part of the analysis through Context and Advertising, the political
voice of architecture can be used from normal citizens, who have no direct relation to
architecture, to politicians. The first group uses architecture as a stronger voice than theirs to
reflect their desires and opinions which may prove to be beneficial while politician can use its
power to manipulated, within a capitalistic system, as that of Greece, people and situations to
meet their goals which may often adversely affect the community.
Additionally, through the section of concept, movement, space and event I tried to show that
the architect himself can always determine the political message that his building invokes and
more importantly the way which is best for people to acquire this message. In case of the
New Acropolis Museum, it is through interaction and repeated contact with both the building
and its exhibits that urge people to think critically. In addition, as it was shown previously,
the choice of materials can be used as a tool for the architect to generate political and
economic messages, perhaps “the cherry on top of the cake” but those messages can be quite
as strong.
Last but not least, political messages may be hidden or interpreted by many without the
architect’s intention. For Tschumi’s anti-bilbao approach, one could argue that it opposes the
avant-garde desire of an architect to use architecture so as to fulfil his urge for selfpromotion.
To conclude, for me architecture is definitely political and it can be used as a critical tool to
understand the capitalistic system and its mode of production as Marx’s “Communist
Manifesto” and consequently as an additional argument in the Marxist theory with its
suggestions towards an alternative society. As Marx claimed,” Philosophers have only
interpreted the world, in various ways, the point, however, is to change it.”45 Social change is

45

Hale, Jonathan. Building Ideas: An Introduction to Architectural Theory, John Wiley & Sons, LTD, 1st edition
(UK, March 2000), pp. 172-173.
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not possible only through architecture but it is a powerful tool that can make people move
towards this direction. Without a doubt, the new Acropolis Museum is a prime example of
this kind of political architecture and should influence people and architects globally since
often as Tafuri said in 1969, “…architecture return(s) to pure architecture to form without
utopia; in the best cases to sublime uselessness.”46

46

Hale, Jonathan. Building Ideas: An Introduction to Architectural Theory, John Wiley & Sons, LTD, 1st edition
(UK, March 2000), pp. 194-195.
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Figure 8: Tschumi, Bernard Architects. The New Acropolis Museum, Skira Rizzoli, (New York,
2009).
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